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As such the only types of non-perfins left are:- 
a)  Cancellations on documents tying the Revenue Stamps. 
b) Punctured initials or names in non-stamps or postal 
stationery (e.g. books, microfilm, cotton reels etc.) 
The first category can easily be termed 'Cancellations' but I do not have a 
terra for the second category. 

From Mike Bavin. 

Inevitably there will be problems. 
A) Royal Courts of Judicature - large crown/RCJ - can be done 
on stamp or stamp and document  (ie.tying stamp).  This may 
therefore exclude. 
B) Fiscals of Duchy of Lancaster - here, the perfin P/DofL/D 
(or L/D) fit very nicely - tying to document in ray examples. 
Therefore these may be included. 

---------------------------------- 
OBITUARY 

At this point in typing the Bulletin I heard of the death of another of  
our members who was a regular contributor to these  
pages - HARRY DOBSON from Sidmouth in Devon. Since joining in 
1984, Harry regularly attended London meetings with his wife,  
Doris. He was a keen and interested collector of perfins, often  
sending in information. We send sincere sympathy to Doris, his  
devoted 'nurse' for the last few years. 

---------------------------------- 
"C" PERFINS OF CARTERS' TESTED SEEDS LTD 
The reduced sized photocopy on the next page, is of a cover sent  
in by BILL HANSON. I agree with Bill that it shows some inter- 
esting points. The envelope is 9x6½ins and was not sealed by  
the usual methods. It has 3 eyelet holes through flap & envelope  
which were probably fastened by folding studs. 
The customs label gives the information that the envelope  
contained Vegetable Seeds bound for New Zealand. There was a 
Certificate Of Health enclosed, according to the typing on the  
top of the envelope. 
The seeds were posted 2nd Class on 24-5-57 and the purple cachet  
tells us that on 31-5-75 it had "PASSED AT WELLINGTON, THE N.Z. DEPT 
OF AGRICULTURE PLANT QUARANTINE" . Today, even 1st Class  
post would do well to reach N.Z. so quickly. 
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